Investigating multiple lava flows near Mangala Fossa with SHARAD
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Overview

N

Mangala Fossa region is situated South-West of Arsia Mons, one
of the three large shield volcanoes located on the Tharsis rise,
the most extensive volcanic province on Mars.
 Mangala Fossa is source of Mangala Valles, a major outflow
channel system.
 This area shows geomorphic evidence for catastrophic release
of water and lava possibly in the Late Hesperian to Early
Amazonian age.
 Apart from the outflow channel, lava infilled craters are
evident in this area. One example is a crater we informally call
“Mangala Crater”.
Spatial extent: ~93960 km². Centered at 16°35´/152° 36´ and
21°08´/148° 42´. South-West of Arsia Mons
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Objective

Scenario of formation (Heuristic Model)

This area has seen lot of geological activities in past .
The MOLA profile of Mangala crater suggest that
extensive infilling of craters had happened in the
surrounding region of Mangala fossa.
Our prime objective is to identify the evidence of
infilling in this region (mainly inside the Mangala crater
and banks of the Mangala Fossa) by conducting radar
based subsurface analysis.
The secondary objectives are to:
Determine the geological processes (sequence of
infilling) that led to modification of Mangala crater
Study the adjacent areas for detection of radar
subsurface reflections for interpreting the extent of
infilling in the region.
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1.Impact formation of unnamed crater
2.Partial infill, either sediments or lava
3.Two crater rim impacts deposit ejecta
within and over previous infill
4. Final filling with lava embays ejecta

Two subsurface reflectors indicate multiple
periods of lava flow with contrasting
dielectric material between.
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Observations
Radargrams in our study area show that SHARAD penetrates through these flows in three
distinct areas: symmetrically across the fossa, in Mangala Crater, and farther north, near to the
outflow channel . Inside Mangala Crater the subsurface reflections are horizontal, and some
locations exhibit two reflections, implying that there are at least two interfaces and three units
within the crater. We propose a simple heuristic model for the infill events at Mangala Crater.
The dielectric value of lava flow near the fossa is around 9 . South of the fossa is approx. 8 and
north of the fossa is also approx. 8. Previous studies suggested that the dielectric value of lava
flows near Ascraeus Mons were between 6.2 and 17.3 in the north and between 7.0 and 14.0 in
the south . The range of measured dielectric constants in Mangala is between 8.0 and 9.0, on
the lower side of the range near Ascreaus. The measured permittivity values for the Mangala
flows are more consistent with low density basalt.







Conclusions
Radar evidence suggests that a minimum two successive infilling events happened into the
Mangala crater and separated by sufficient time to allow the rim craters to form and
partially bury the first lava infill.
Assuming a constant thickness (~25 m) and constant radius (~32 km), the volume of top unit
of lava is ~81 km³.
The consistent dielectric value between the north and south lava flows do not rule out the
possibility that they happened at the same time.
A paucity of overlying caters suggests that the final lava flow was emplaced recently in geologic time.
Finally, the outflow channel that eroded the lava beds indicates that Mangala Fossa was
active in some capacity even after the formation of the uppermost lava bed.
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